HOW TO MAKE CONCRETE TEA LIGHT HOLDERS
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Quick dry craft concrete
Water
Scrap newspaper
Measuring cups or jug
Big mixing bowl or bucket
Mixing spoon
Plastic gloves
1 packet balloons
Medium sized bowl or small bucket to hold each tea-light holder you are making
Light sandpaper/nail buffer
Medium sized soft paintbrush
Metallic paints of your colour choice
Tea lights
Matches or a lighter
METHOD:
1. Lay out a few layers of the scrap newspaper to cover your workspace.
2. Begin by measuring your concrete and putting it into your mixing bowl or bucket, follow the portion
instructions on your craft concrete packet (Tends to be around 1,5parts water to 10parts water).
Measure the water and add to the bowl/bucket. Stir until combined.

3. Blow up the same amount of balloons as tea-light holder you want to make, arrange the medium sized
bowls or smaller buckets on your workspace to rest the balloons on, place a balloon onto each one.

4. Take a scoop of concrete mix with the mixing spoon, with one hand holding the balloon in place put the
spoonful of mixture on the top of the balloon with the other hand

5. Push the concrete mixture down with your hand, using light hand pressure push the concrete to cover
more and more of the balloon surface. Using gentle pushing and patting motions will ensure a more
even distribution and smooth surface.

6. Cover the balloon roughly 2/3rds. You can cover more or less depending on how rounded you want the
tea-light holder to be. Make sure the concrete is even all the way around (3-4mm is ideal). Be sure the
evenness is right up to the edge otherwise when the concrete dries the edge will crumble and break. (If
you wish to have cracked/broken looking edges as the aesthetic, cover more of the balloon but make
the last few centimetres of coverage thin so you are able to break away the edge in small pieces once
dry - until you achieve your desired look).

7. Leave all of your covered balloons to dry overnight or follow the drying instructions from the particular
brand of craft concrete you are using. The balloons can be left to dry in two positions, either sitting in
the bowl/bucket holders used when molding them, this will insure they stay rounded, otherwise you can
leave them to dry the other way around which will create a flattened surface on the bottom. Kei a koe te
tikanga – it’s up to you which method to use.

8. Once the concrete has dried cut the balloons and peel them out of the concrete molds.

9. Using either light sand paper or a nail buffer, work your way around smoothing the edges, then using
the dry paintbrush for your colour, brush out all the dust to avoid getting a grainy texture when painting
them.

10. Use your painting brush to paint the first coat of metallic watertight paint in your preferred colour on the
inner side, allow to dry and wash your paintbrush out and allow the brush to dry too. Then finish with a
second coat of the same paint and set aside to dry.

11. Once completely dry your orb tea-light holder is complete! Simply add your tea-lights, strike a match
and you’re away!

